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VizAtlantis

About VizAtlantis

VizAtlantis is a tool to visualize �sheries senarios from the Atlantis model

and an be found here https://mfdb.rhi.hi.is/shiny/VizAtlantis/

The tool shows simulations the eosystem of Ielandi waters from 1948

to 2012. It an be used to visualize how the eosystem had evolved if

di�erent management had been in plae. Senarios with di�erent �shing

mortality, seletivity, or disarding an be observed and ompared.
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The senarios

Fishing mortality:

F0.50 = F1 dereased by 50F0.75 = F1 dereased by 25F1 = Historial

�shing mortality.

F1.25 = F1 inreased by 25F1.5 = F1 inreased by 50F2 = F1 doubled.

F5 = 5 times F1.

Seletivity:

sel1 = Historial seletivity (L0.5 = 87m).

de1 = Lower seletivity for juveniles (L0.5 = 90m).

de2 = Lower seletivity for juveniles (L0.5 = 93m).

in1 = Higher seletivity for juveniles (L0.5 = 84m).

in2 = Higher seletivity for juveniles (L0.5 = 80m).

Disarding:

HD = Historial disarding

LO = Landing obligation with 100MD = More disarding, HD doubled.
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How it works

The tool has �ve tabs: About, Fishing mortality, Seletivity, Disarding

and Senarios. The About tab has short desription of the tool and the

model. The Fhising mortality tab shows senarios where di�erent �shing

pressure is applied to one group (od). In the Seletivity tab the e�et

of hanged seletivity an be observed. The e�ets of disarding an be

visualized in the disarding tab, and in the Senarios tab a mix of �shing

mortality, seletivity and disarding senarios an be observed.

Fishing mortality

You an hose di�erent �shing mortality of od in the tik boxes. Here the

historial �shing mortality (F1) is hosen and where it has been dereased

by 25

Below are plots that show how biomass and landings have hanged during

the simulated period. From the drop down list you an hose all the

funtional groups that are in the model and see what e�et the senarios

has on those groups. If you sroll further down you see plots with disarding

statistis, suh as the disard rate by weight and by numbers, also total

biomass and numbers disarded of the hosen funtional group. Below,

are plots with eonomi indiators: revenue, pro�t, total ost and ost per

ton harvested.

There are also link that you an follow to get explanation on for example

how �shing mortality work in Atlantis or how eonomi indiators are

alulated.
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Fisheries in Ielandi waters

Bakground

Fisheries have been very important for the Ielandi eonomy for deades

and in 2014 one million metri ton was harvested and the �sheries on-

tributed 8.3

In 1976 days-at-sea were redued to try to limit the ath of the over-

exploited od stok but without suess. In 1975 the quota system was

introdued for pelagi stoks and in 1984 for the od and other demersal

speies but the management was also partly e�ort based. This still did

not result in omplete ontrol of the total landings as they kept going

over the reommended. Individual transferable quota (ITQ) system was

implemented for all �sheries in 1990 with minor exemptions. This resulted

in better ontrol over the total landings and made the �sheries more eo-

nomially e�ient. A disard ban was �rst put into ation in 1977 for

six demersal speies and in 1996 a disard ban was arried out for all �sh

speies. The Ielandi �sheries management systems inludes measures

to prevent disarding suh as ITQ related measures, gear restritions and

losed areas but despite these e�orts disarding still exists in Ielandi

waters.

Regulations to redue inentives for disards

Disarding in Ieland did most likely not start until at the end of the

19th entury when �shing with trawlers began. In the beginning of the

20th entury there were no rules about the �sheries but in 1937 a law

of minimum length of landed �sh and minimum mess size was exeuted.

These regulations probably led to inreased disards of �sh smaller than

the minimum size. Ban on disard was �rst put into ation in Ieland in

1977 when disards of od and haddok and four other demersal speies

was prohibited. The disard banned evolved and in 1986 a disard ban

was enfored for all �sh that was in the quota system and ten years later

it applied to all �sh speies.

ITQ systems an lead to inreased rate of disarding. Fishermen aim for

the most pro�table ath and the ITQ system enourages high-grading, i.e.

disarding of small and less valuable �sh for larger one, as the ath size is

limited. The system also enourages �shermen to disard by-ath speies

they do not hold quota for. The �sheries management system in Ieland

has evolved to redue the at of illegal disarding by allowing for �exibility

within the ITQ system. It is allowed to exeed the quota for speies but

quota for other speies that the vessel holds are then redued aordingly.

This regulation omes with restritions suh as the total quota exeeded

an be no more than 5

With the enforement of the disard ban the regulations on minimum

landing size was hanged to minimum legal size. In the beginning all

ath under the minimum legal size was on�sated by the government

but to disourage disards these regulations have been hanged and �sh

under the minimum legal size is no longer on�sated but will only aount

to 50

The �sheries management system in Ieland allows for temporal real-time

and permanent losures. Areas have been losed permanently sine the

mid 20th entury but real-time losures did not start until 1976. Areas that

were often losed for short time have now been losed permanently. One

of the main reasons for losing areas is to protet juvenile �sh and studies

have shown that these losures have resulted in less �shing mortality and

disards of juveniles.

Gear restritions also apply in order to redue �shing of small �sh and

of unwanted by-ath. These restritions an be permanent or they an

apply for ertain areas or time. For example the minimum mess size for

od was inreased to 155 mm in 1977 and the use of seletion grids have

been made mandatory in ertain areas for some �sheries suh as in shrimp

and blue whiting �sheries.

Data was not olleted systematially to estimate disards until the be-

ginning of this entury and therefore no diret measures on the e�ets of

the �sheries regulations have had on disards exists. Sine 2001 data has

been olleted to estimate the disard of small �sh for the most important

ommerial speies, mainly od and haddok. From 2001 to 2010 the

average disard rate was estimated to be 2
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